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the memor 10 comes with the smart option – a universal charger that is compatible with all inductive devices, as well as with the factory induction port in older devices. the smart option uses up to 80 percent less energy
than a standard charger, which is convenient and environmentally-friendly. with this smart option, you only need to connect the memor 10 to an inductive charger, and the device will automatically switch to the charging
mode. no power cables or wall outlets required. the memor 20 is a rugged device for the toughest businesses. it is drop tested to a 3m height on concrete. it has a rubber coating that provides a soft grip and shields the
device from spills and dust. its durable oleophobic coating and polycarbonate casing can handle a wide range of conditions in the workplace and outdoor environments. its splashproof design protects it from liquids and the
elements, with a passageway for water to drain and a lens that lets light in. having a rugged design makes the memor 20 the most reliable device in its class. the memor 10 is a self-contained device that lets you have all of
your business applications and data at the tips of your fingers. it is a full-featured touch mobile device that can perform all the duties of a tablet computer and is as ergonomic and easy-to-use as a conventional desktop. it
runs android jelly bean, android enterprise recommended and is certified to the latest android os, android 7.0 nougat. it is firmware and software certified to provide a safe, secure and reliable device.
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the windows operating system version, and the default settings, differ depending on the location. by default, for example, the windows server 2003 operating system and desktop settings are used in germany and other
european countries. in the united states, the settings for windows server 2003 and windows xp are used. the datalogic memor 10 is the ultimate scanner. it features a slim, lightweight, and ergonomic design, with a rugged,
super-slim body, and a unique detachable top-edge display that allows you to easily see and prioritize caller id, sms notifications, or other alerts without fully interrupting task at hand. an exclusive second top-edge display,
serves as a hands-free feature, allowing users to clearly see and prioritize customizable notification alerts and caller id for incoming calls without fully interrupting task at hand. whether you chose to hold the memor 10 in

the palm of your hand or using the optional pistol grip, you have a state of the art, industrial-grade computer for the most demanding enterprises. the memor 5 provides unmatched power to all of your applications. the top-
spec qualcomm 660 platform octa-core processor and slimline 2d megapixel sensor allow for high-speed scanning of the majority of barcodes, including digimarc and dotcodes. featuring datalogics unique green spot

technology, providing positive visual feedback on good reads in the noisiest of working conditions. an exclusive second top-edge display, serves as a hands-free feature, allowing users to clearly see and prioritize
customizable notification alerts and caller id for incoming calls without fully interrupting task at hand. whether you chose to hold the memor 5 in the palm of your hand or using the optional pistol grip, you have a state of

the art, industrial-grade computer for the most demanding enterprises. 5ec8ef588b
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